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1.Introduction
This is an introduction of GFW (Great Fairy Wars) for someone who has started playing GFW recently.
There has been no guide of GFW before this book in Japanese, also in English. As described below, the game
system of GFW is not adapted for beginners. Its hard to understand the system and enjoy GFW without any
guides. In this book not only the game system but stories and news of GFW are written.
This book may be useful for people want to know more about GFW. I hope you enjoy this book and GFW.
2.Background Story
The background story of the GFW is written in 2nd volume of "Touhou Sangetsu
Sei～Strange and Bright Nature Deity". One day, a fairy named Sunny Milk
dreamed that all fairies come together and fight against strong humans and
monsters. That was the great war of fairies. The team Sangetusei including
Sunny Milk, Star Sapphire and Luna Child tried to conquest all fairies. Almost
all fairies are not wise and hard to make them understand the plan. Then
Sangetusei decided to show their power by defeating Chirno. Chirno is one of
the strongest fairies and has a special power of freezing. In winter Sangetusei
broke Chirno's house by a huge rock and put their flag. Of course,
Chirno got angry but soon after she forgot why she had been angry.
She was flighty so much. The season rotated and spring had come.
Suddenly Chirno remembered the reason of anger when she saw the
flag and realized whom she must fight against. Chirno started
looking for Sangetusei and the small war of fairies occurred.
(Picture)
From left side, Luna Child, Sunny Milk and Star Sapphire.
3.Game development
According to omake.txt and the producer's blog, there was a plan to make a small sized game as
a bonus of comics. Due to the circumstances the plan was once failed. The producer ZUN tried to
redeveloped the game and finally completed the game named “妖精大戦争～東方三月精”.
He distributed the game at Comic Market 78 on August 14, 2010. “Great Fairy Wars ～ Touhou
Sangetu Sei” is a English name of 妖精大戦争 but English is not supported officially. In August
2020, GFW was released on Steam and now fans outside Japan can get this fantastic shooting game.
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4.Great Fairy Wars in Touhou STG
In the Touhou Shooting Series (Touhou STG) importance placed mainly on the art of bullets
that is called danmaku (弾幕). Beautiful danmaku is made from a huge number of bullets and
many other objects. Sometimes it is hard to dodge dense crowded bullets for players. In
Touhou STG, player must adapt to the difficult danmaku. Facing danmaku of extremely dense
crowded bullets, player has few choices of the direction they go ahead. Otherwise in GFW,
player can erase bullets and go around all the way they like using “Ice barrier system”. That is, past
Touhou STGs are passive danmaku STG and GFW is active danmaku STG. In Touhou STG how to dodge bullets is
important. But in GFW how to approach bullets is important to survive.
There was some STGs that contain effect of erasing bullets before GFW. But the chain effect of bullets
stopping other bullets nearby was characteristic of this game (show the pictures in 12. Gallery). Normally
players need to shoot enemies or objects to survive and clear the game, but in GFW players need to focus on
and shoot bullets more than enemies.
Many Touhou STG fans may feel GFW unusual. The causes are unique game system and
illustrations of GFW. There are 6 stages in usual Touhou STG but only 3 stages in GFW.
And in other Touhou STG all characters are illustrated by ZUN. But in GFW there are
1
2
illustrations by Makoto Hirasaka who is the author of Touhou Sangetsu Sei the official
comic of Touhou. Some people unfamiliar to Touhou mistake that GFW is
3
4
fan made Touhou game.
All 4 pictures are Chirno in Touhou STG. No.1 is the one of GFW and others
are not. Illustrations of ZUN changed through history of Touhou but it
clearly differs from that of Makoto Hirasaka. I like both equally.
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5.Community of Great Fairy Wars
Beginners seem to give up playing GFW just after clearing any game mode. Due to absence of suitable guide of
GFW, many players may think it difficult to understand the system of GFW and enjoy it.
On the other hand, those who engage in GFW enjoy it for long time. There is the leaderboard of GFW (website
to where players upload their replay files) and it still alive and lively even 10 years after GFW released.
Many of GFW players want to welcome beginners and be friend with them.
6.Characteristic system of Great Fairy Wars
The system peculiar to GFW is the "Ice Barrier". Ice Barrier (IB) is a special attack that at first making
barrier freezes the bullets around Chirno and secondary freezes another bullet touches iced bullets. Bullet
freezing chains and finally makes a large size of iced bullets. See figure 1 to 6 below.

1

4
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3

1.Start charging IB
2.Charge completed
3.Development of IB (just after started)
4.Development of IB (after 3)
5.Development of IB (chaining and captured many bullets)
6.Area of frozen bullets calculated (30.87% of whole field of the game)
Frozen bullets remain in place and lose its hit decision (you are not hit by that bullet).
These bullets disappear after a certain period (see figure. 6 above) and damage enemies nearby themselves.
There is often difficult danmaku in GFW that contains too many bullets and no chance to dodge.
But using IB, you can not only survive erasing bullets, also attack enemies far away from Chirno.
Power of attack and defense coexist in IB system.

A

3

B

C

See figure A, B and C above. Enemies approaching to center of the field shoot bullets to Chirno (figure A).
Using IB, erase all bullets (figure B) and defeat all enemies at once (figure C). Area is 28.08%.
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The picture on the right is the system column of GFW. Remaining life point is expressed as
"やる気".“やる気(yaruki)”means motivation to fight in Japanese. 100% yaruki is counted as
1 life. Up to 1000% of yaruki is stocked as a reserve. When you start the game,
you start with 200% yaruki, which you can increase in the ways described below.
You won't get anything more than 1000%.
Yaruki increases by damaging enemy. Damaging an enemy using IB is more efficient than
using normal shot. Now as you know, it is not good using normal shot all times.
When you can wait defeating enemies and charge IB, try to capture bullets by IB
and attack enemies with iced bullets.
GFW consists of 3 stages in total, but it doesn't end after one round of three stages.
There are 6 routes (A1, A2, B1, B2, C1, C2) formed by sorting 3 stages. Those 3 stages are
"魔法の森 (Magical Forest)", "霧の湖 (Misty Lake)" and "春の小径 (Spring Path)".
Even in the same stage, length and difficulty of the stage change depending on whether it
comes first, second or third. So actually there are 9 stages (3 stages × 3 order) in GFW.
You may GFW does not offer challenge at first, because 6 stage game is usual in Touhou
STG. But now GFW will challenge you to face 9 stages. All skilled players and beginners
can enjoy this game for long time.

Route A1 starts at Magical Forest and next Misty Lake and Spring Path as the last one.
Way of other routes are showed below.
Route A1:

→

Route A2:

→

Route B1:

→

Route B2:

→

Route C1:

→

Route C2:

→

→
→
→
→
→
→

The second stage of each route is surrounded by white square. And the third stage is surrounded by yellow
square. As written before, in the same stage, length and difficulty of the stage differ with its order.
For example,
As same

4

and

is same stage but

is more difficult than

is more difficult.

. So, there are 3 types of each 3 stage in GFW.

7.Common system of Touhou STG
Like other Touhou STG, also in GFW a red circle to indicate the hit box of Chirno is displayed. This red
circle appears when Chirno are moving slowly or charging IB.
Bomb system also exists in GFW as same as other Touhou STG. In GFW bomb is named "Perfect Freeze" (PF).
Using PF, you can freeze all the bullets across the entire field except for laser.
PF has no power to attack enemies by itself. But PF has long effective time last about 1.5 seconds.
You will not be hit by bullets during PF is effective. After using PF, remained iced bullets disappears and
damage enemies at once. As you know PF is strong tool for us to attack enemies and survive
in GFW. It is important to earn as many bombs as possible and use them to break through
difficult situations.
You can earn PF by freezing bullets. Larger ice area you made, you got more PF.
For example, when you made 30% ice area at once, you got 20% of PF. When you earn 100% of
PF you can use PF once. PF can be reserved at most 300% (See red arrow below. Here 228% PF is reserved,
and You can use PF twice (200%).).
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8.Absence of common system in Great Fairy Wars
In GFW, the enemy marker (a red zone indicating the position of boss) is not supported. In other
Touhou STG the enemy marker locates at the bottom of the screen and it indicates that boss is just
above it (See the figure on the right side. Reddish spot at the bottom is the enemy marker).
There is nothing like “Practice mode” in GFW. No matter which stage you want to play, you must
start from the first stage of each route. Add to that, unlike to other Touhou STG, there is no
“Spell card practice mode” in GFW either. That is, you need to play GFW every time even if you want
to play only in certain stage or spell card.
There is a system in some of Touhou STG that counts the number of graze (approach to bullets within
a certain distance) and reflects the graze count to in score. Although there is graze in GFW, but it
is not counted at all. When you got graze point (invisible but counted inside system) you can get
power of IB quickly. So, getting graze point is also important in GFW, but it is not reflected in
score. Unusually in normal Touhou STG, 10th Touhou named 東方風神録 ～ Mountain of Faith (MoF) is
same as GFW. Graze count is not supported in MoF, but sound effect of graze can be confirmed.
9.Problem of bug
There are a few bugs in the fairy wars. Some of them are fatal mistake of this game.
Here I describe 5 bugs confirmed so far.
“Route mistake”: When you restart game using short cut key (Esc + R) after you cleared 1st stage and
finally cleared the game, the score and clear count is recorded as other route. This incorrect record is
invalid. You cannot watch the playback from replay file. Score is recorded as one of incorrect route.
You can escape this bug using button “Back to title” in pose menu.
“Double knock out”: If you beat either of the two fairies above and the one below at once in the last spell
card, the game won't end, and you're stuck.
“Bomb count mistake”: If you use PF within a certain period after you hit
by bullets, count of remained PF does not decrease. PF count is displayed in
the lower left corner of the screen (See the figure and orange arrow).
“Ghost Gold medal”: If you watch the playback that contains achievement of
a gold medal (a record you can get by breaking spelling card without using
IB), it is recorded as your record even if you have not achieved any medals
in that spell card.
“Time loss by idle talk”: This bug only occurs in the fight against Sunny Milk when she appears as a middle
boss of the third stage. This bug occurs in route A1 and C2. Sunny Milk has 2 part of middle boss stage.
There are one non-spell and one spell card. Each part has time limit. Time count starts at after idle talk to
boss originally. But in these routes, count goes during Chirno talks to boss. You do not enough time for
scoring, but this bug does not affect you just trying to survive.
There is a private patch for these bugs made by volunteers. Search and use at your own risk.
10.Use of keyboard and game pad
Both control devices require buttons for low speed switch, normal shot, PF, and charge of IB.
Let me show you my setting. Usually I use keyboard for playing GFW.

Charge of IB (Ice barrier)

Bomb (PF: Perfect Freeze)
Normal shot

Low speed switch
Skip idle talk,
Skip playback of replay
Normal shot
When you play GFW using game pad you put these functions to each
button. You can fix key configuration in key config mode.
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11.How to play the game
(1) How to charge and set IB
When you press the charge button (set on Z key by default), a shot will
appear at first. Next after you keep pressing the button for a while
Chirno will slow down and start charging IB. When IB is charged more than
30% you can hear a click sound that tells you can use IB (See figure A).
A
B
You can use IB releasing the button. IB is set around Chirno and freeze
all the bullets touch IB itself (See figure B).
(2) How to freeze the bullets
Before set IB, you need to focus on a target nearby Chirno. See figure 1 to 4 below.
A small green bullet circled is a target. When a target bullet gets close enough (figure 1 to 2)
it is time to set IB (figure 3 to 4). It is more effective to set IB in the place where bullets crowd.

2

1

3

4

(3) How to use PF (bomb)
When you have 100% or more of PF (Perfect Freeze) press the Bomb
button (set on X key by default) and use the bomb.
The effective time is about 2 seconds. All bullets on the screen
are freezed soon after and erased when the PF finished.
It is especially useful for fast attacks when you fight against boss because you can use a normal shot
to damage the enemy in a long effective time of PF. If you use PF where bullets crowd the screen will be
filled with a huge glittering ice barrier (see figure on right side).
(4) How to Graze bullets to earn IB power
Chirno's IB power (expressed as やる気 = motivation) increases quickly by grazing to the bullet.
Since there are many bullets aimed at Chirno in GFW, you can easily graze to bullets and get やる気.
There is a technique to graze bullets effectively. See figures 1 to 5 below.
At first, stay in front of boss (figure 1). Next boss shoot bullets as concentric ring shape (figure 2).
Chirno can graze all the bullets and gain 100% IB power immediately (figure 3 to 4).
After IB power filled, Chirno moves and keeps distance from bullets (figure 5).
This graze technique is called 弾源グレイズ in Japanese. That means graze from bullet source.

1

2

3

4
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12.Gallery

You can see how the ice barrier is developed in figure 1 to 4.
All bullets touching IB are freezed and stop moving. Other bullets touch the freezed one are also freezed.
Like figure 5 to 7 IB is developed by freeze chain between bullets.
Soon later when IB effective time finished, all freezed bullets disappear and bonuses (points and bombs) are
given to Chirno.
13.Steam release
As you know, GFW is recently released on Steam (August 14th 2020).
Before Steam release we can get GFW only using mail order or buying at
the store in Japan. Sometimes it is hard to get GFW for people.
Anyway, now people outside Japan can easily access Steam and get GFW.
The price is about ＄10 to ＄11 (for ￥1100). Check the website now!
Steam store page: https://store.steampowered.com/app/1100180/_/
14.Special illustration gallery
th
As 10 anniversary of GFW I requested for illustrations of three fairies on SKIMA.jp.
There are special illustrations showed below from the next page.
Contact addresses of each illustrator are also written. I hope you enjoy these fantastic creations.
15.Conclusion
It is great pleasure for me that you read this book to the end. This book is not the textbook, but something
like a greeting for people enjoying GFW. I call them “fairy fighters”. I like GFW so much. Music, systems,
danmaku and all characters of GFW are pleasing for me. So, I hope more people to know and enjoy GFW finally
to be fairy fighters.
I hope you enjoy GFW more through reading this book. May god bless you and GFW.
Kano Kachirou

Special Thanks: Illustrators who did fantastic job. Thank you so much!
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Luna Child, the fairy of moonlight

( Illustrator:

飯田あんぬ ( Annu Iida ) )

Twitter ID: @annu_iida, SKIMA profile URL: https://skima.jp/profile?id=137202
’
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Creator s Comment: この度、イラストを描かせていただきました。飯田あんぬと申します。
ルナチャイルドさんの縦ロール大変可愛いので、描いていてとても楽しかったです。
「妖精大戦争」を盛り上げるお手伝いができていれば光栄です。
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Star Sapphire, the fairy of starlight

( Illustrator:

絹さやえんどう ( Kinusayaendou ) )

SKIMA profile URL: https://skima.jp/profile?id=70248
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Sunny Milk, the fairy of sunlight

( Illustrator:

間宮ミヤ ( Miya Mamiya ) )

Twitter ID: @miyamamim
’
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Creator s Comment: 初めまして。この度表紙を描かせていただきました間宮ミヤと申します。
普段は Twitter 等でキャラクターイラスト制作を中心とした活動をしております。
どうかこの本が貴方様の今後の活動に大いに役立つことをお祈りしております。是非お楽しみ下さい！
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Official web site of Kano factory: https://www.greatfairywars.com/
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